
Technology to optimize 
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Understand, optimize, and control your cloud costs

DoiT Cloud Navigator empowers cloud-driven organizations, enabling informed decisions about their 
cloud usage. As IT demands evolve rapidly in response to ever-changing business requirements, DoiT 
Cloud Navigator helps maintain the pace and quality of engineering initiatives so they can effectively 
manage public cloud costs and infrastructure challenges.

Learn more

"DoiT Cloud Navigator's customizable dashboards and the reports we can make have been incredibly 

beneficial in showing back cloud cost to our company, monitoring the growth within our cloud usage, and 

providing near real time cost anomalies."

Hannah Wells
Software Services Analyst

*Exclusive to AWS cloud procurement
customers
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Optimize costs
without sacrificing 

engineering resources

With DoiT’s cost 
optimization capabilities, 

cloud-driven organizations 
have access to proprietary 

automation technology 
and easy-to-implement 
recommendations that 

help them optimize their 
rates, eliminate waste, and 
match requested resources 

to actual usage.

Help your engineers 
get fluent in their 

cloud costs

Utilizing DoiT Cloud 
Analytics, engineering 

teams can cultivate cost 
awareness and 

accountability throughout 
their organization. This 

empowers engineers to take 
ownership of their usage 
and make data-backed 

decisions on the 
infrastructure they’re 

responsible for.

Control cloud costs 
with automation

DoiT Cloud Navigator 
includes several features 

that assist users in 
monitoring unwanted cloud 

consumption, enabling 
them to minimize variances 

in monthly bills and 
enhance the predictability 
of their cloud expenditures, 

all 
without exhausting limited 

engineering resources.

From turning cost anomalies into a Jira task, to sending invoices 
straight to a payment tool, to automating scripting of repetitive 
tasks — the possibilities for what DoiT's APIs and integrations can 
do are endless.

Connect your favorite tools to DoiT’s product

Cloud Navigator
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Trusted by thousands worldwide

Simple pricing, so you can start fast

EnhancedStandard

$1,500/month
with usage caps

$200/month

Premium Enterprise

Manage $500k+ in 
monthly cloud spend

All Premium features 

Multi-org support 

Unlimited data 
retention

Manage up to $500k in
monthly cloud spend

All Enhanced features

Custom metrics

Spot Scaling

SSO (SAML and OIDC)

APIs

Integrations

13 months of data
retention

Manage up to $500k in
monthly cloud spend

Unlimited licenses

Up to 3 budgets

Dashboards & analytics

Attributions 

Anomaly Detection 

Al-based forecasting

Manage up to $500k in
monthly cloud spend

All Standard features

Up to 6 budgets

EKS + GKE Lens

Alerts

BigQuery Lens

Console Al features

3 years of data
retention

$3,000/month Custom pricing

Cloud Navigator



Get in touch

DoiT works alongside cloud-driven organizations to optimize your cloud use so you can focus on 
business growth and innovation.

We simplify your most important cloud challenges with the tools and expertise to help you buy, 
manage, and measure cloud usage and costs. DoiT delivers multicloud procurement advantage, 

world-class expertise to solve complex challenges, and full-service FinOps solutions to navigate spend. 

Meet DoiT

Accelerate cloud 
optimization

Control spend & 
performance

Enhance skills & 
capabilities

Learn more
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We know that cloud security is top of mind for our customers, and we operate on the highest 
level of industry security standards. DoiT Cloud Navigator is covered by the following security 

and compliance certifications.

Security and compliance

SOC 3 GDPRISO27001 SOC 2 Type II
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